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Topic Characteristics: 
My thesis will focus on governmental incentives for foreign direct investment (FDI) and the 
corresponding international competition. The principal reason why governments grant subsidies to 
multinational companies (MNC) lies in their expectation of productivity externalities spilling over from 
MNCs to local firms. These effects are hardly internalizable, that is why governments are believed to 
be entitled to try to attract more FDI than would correspond to the market equilibrium. Thus, many 
scholars argue that the global level of incentives is above-optimal and that supranational coordination 
would reduce it. I will try to show whether this really has to be the case; I will also attempt to 
empirically verify my models. I will inquire into intra-industry FDI spillovers in a large quantitative 
literature survey. I am going to use data from the World Competitiveness Report, World Bank’s World 
Development Indicators, and additionally collect some data myself. 
Some more description characterizing the specificity of your research. 

Hypotheses: 
1. Intra-industry productivity spillovers from FDI are statistically and economically significant. 
2. There is a difference between the results of top-journal and other empirical articles on FDI 

spillovers.  
3. Researchers publish preferably significant and positive estimates of FDI spillovers. 
4. Supranational coordination does not necessarily lower the offered number of incentives. 
5. International subsidy competition for FDI is fierce. 
 
Methodology: 
Concerning the FDI spillover literature in the first part of the thesis, I am going to employ the 
quantitative literature review methodology, commonly called a meta-analysis. Meta-analysis rigorously 
combines the outcomes of several works that study the same phenomena and use the same or 
comparable metrics. I will use especially the meta-regression procedure but, aside from the standard 
approach, I will employ robust, pseudo-panel, and probability meta-regression as well. Evaluating the 
combined significance, I will not rely only on the standard vote-counting method but I will also employ 
a more advanced methodology using meta-statistics. Concerning the theoretical models of investment 
incentives, my methodology will be mostly microeconomic; I am going to use especially the classical 
models of oligopoly – Cournot, Stackelberg, etc. When trying to verify/falsify my microeconomic 
models, I will rely mostly on statistical methods, namely cross-section regressions, and on the surveys 
at the enterprise level. 
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Outline: 
1. Introduction 
2. Theoretical background and the review of world literature 
3. An Analysis of Intra-Industry FDI Spillovers 

a. Combined Significance 
b. Regression Analysis 
c. Bias in some analyses 

4. The Supply of FDI Incentives 
a.  Policy Design of Investment Incentives 
b.  Optimal Investment Incentives versus Politics of Vested Interests 
c. The General Approaches Supported by UNCTAD and WTO 

5. Weak or Strong Form of Competition? 
a. Description of the Data 
b. Regression Model 
c. Discussion of the Results 

6. Conclusions 
7. References / Bibliography 
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Topic Characteristics: 
Briefly describe the topic to an intelligent educated non-specialist. Explain why it is interesting and 
relevant and what your contribution should be. Include a concrete description of the material you are going to 
work with (e.g., key topic and its author; data sources). Remember that you work in social science (and not in 
physics or chemistry) – a thesis which has no human (social) conflict of interest (i.e. a “plot” which Shakespeare 
mastered so well), your thesis is worthless. You must describe here the main actors (i.e. the agents of your 
conflict) and the rules guarding their strife. 
 

Working hypotheses: 
Remark: A 'working hypothesis' is a theoretical statement that is provisionally accepted as a basis for further research in 
the hope that a tenable theory and empirical evidence will be produced in your research. A hypothesis will be later tested in 
your thesis and proven either correct or false. Working hypothesis is therefore constructed as a statement of expectations, 
which can be linked to the exploratory research and empirical investigation. It is used as a conceptual framework for your 
qualitative (theoretical) and quantitative (empirical) analysis. 

Write down at least 3 principal hypotheses that you would like to defend/verify/falsify in your thesis (it is 

possible that you will finally test slightly different ones during your research). You should be able to formulate 

hypotheses even for narrative/theoretical topics. If you have difficulties with identifying 2-3 reasonable 

hypotheses then your topic has no contents and you might consider changing it for somethig more reasonable. 

1. Hypothesis #1: 
2. Hypothesis #2: 
3. Hypothesis #3: 
4. Other hypotheses: 

Methodology: 
The methodology should correspond to the hypotheses and the available material specified above. 
You can briefly describe which theoretical and analytical concepts based on deduction or induction 
(i.e. on empirical or experimental approaches) you are going to employ.  

Outline: 
The expected structure of your thesis. 

References / Bibliography: 
List the most important papers/books you are going to use (specify at least 5 relevant references). 
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